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1 Introduction
Minting NFTs on Cardano is best performed in batches, as it reduces the load on the
network and lowers the minting cost. The majority of NFT minting happens over a
concentrated period of time, with the tail trailing behind for a long time. Minting process
follows a power law distribution.

NFT minting is not time-sensitive1, but an extensive waiting time would lead to a
negative user experience. Hence, we want to box the minting time to some maximum.
There is a maximum amount of NFTs we can fit into one transaction, due to the transac-
tion memory limit of 16kB. As the batch fills, it only makes sense that the waiting time
is limited, up to when the batch is full, then the mint is immediate.

On one hand, it is important to be a good citizen in competition for the shared
resource (blockchain), by minting in batches, but on the other hand, we want to provide
a good user experience by being responsive and providing timely mints.

2 Formula
Let’s define batch parameters:

• N - maximum batch size (measured in numbers of NFTs). This number is based
on NFT metadata size, which allows us to estimate how many NFTs mints we can
fit into one transaction.

• B - maximum time to wait for batch (mint); if only one NFT mint request was
submitted that would be the time that the user would have to wait until the mint
happens.

Let’s further define the necessary variables:

• n - the current batch size (amount of NFTs waiting to mint);

• T0 - time when the first mint request in the current batch was submitted; it is the
time from which we start measuring the batch time.

Now the interesting part, we want to adjust the batch waiting time by a coefficient
based on the current batch size n (amount of NFTs waiting to mint). We want the
formula to meet the below conditions:

• if the batch is empty, that is n < 1, then the wait time should be infinite;

• if the batch size is between 1 and N (max batch size), then the batch time coefficient
should be between 1 and 0;

• if the batch size is greater than or equal to the max batch size, that is N > n, then
the mint should be immediate, that is, the wait time should be 0.

1It is not time-sensitive in the sense, that receiving NFT later will not have adverse material effect.
One could argue for the contrary, on the base of quick flipping, but supporting this case only would
promote network congestion. Further, from the flipping point of view, NFTs usually need time to
mature in price, and this happens some days or weeks after initial mint. Of course, to each rule, such as
this one, based in the market, there are exceptions.
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The below formula meets the second requirement in a linear fashion (the linearity
part might be changed in the future):

b(n) =
N − n

N − 1

To make it also meet the third condition is a simple adjustment to the above formula:

b(n) = min
(

max
(
N − n

N − 1
, 0

)
, 1

)
Technically, we do not need min above, but it is good to bind the output for the entire

domain (input values) which we might expect to be integer or floats.
Lastly, to meet the first condition, we just need to add catch for the special case,

n < 1:

b(n) =

{
∞, n < 1

min
(
max

(
N−n
N−1

, 0
)
, 1
)
, otherwise

b(n) is just a coefficient, so we must multiply it by the batch max waiting time B to
get the actual time to the batch since T0 (first mint transfer), so we get time to batch to
be:

B · b(n)

Finally, let’s put in the formula which tells us if the batch is ready to mint (if the
below condition is true then the batch is ready to mint):

B · b(n) ≥ now − T0

Alternatively, we can express the above formula as the time when the batch should
mint:

Tmint = B · b(n) + T0

3 Remarks
Given, the above explanation is verbose, but can be summarised more succinctly, by
hiding minor details. For instance, the above can be put simply: the waiting time for
NFT mint is linearly decreasing with the number of items waiting for batch, with it being
instant if the batch is full, and taking at most B (currently 30 minutes) for just one item.
N – max batch size is currently unknown, and will be calculated once we know all the
NFT metadata. It’s worth noting that N is dependent on the NFT collection, as all of
them can have different metadata, hence have different max batch sizes. However, in
practice, those should be quite similar (close values of N).

Hence, we can summarize the time when the next batch is going to be minted to

T = B · N − n

N − 1
+ T0

where T0 is the time when the first mint request was received.
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